How Do Add New Movie Covers

To add movie cover they have to be installed into each computers directory that is
using ET Center. The directory is on the C:\ drive. Look under windows and Program
Files. The directory is gameex. Please follow the directions below. You have to do this to
every computer on the system.

·

Go to www.google.com and search for the movie. In this example we will use the
movie Cloverfield.
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·

At the top of google after you hit search there will be a word called images. Click
on that and it will show you all the images under the word search Cloverfield.

·

Once you indentify the movie cover that is the same as what you are looking for
right click on the picture and click save picture as.
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·

Once you have done this the following window will appear. You will need to save
this on your main ET Center Hard Drive. Typically this is the F: drive on most
computers. You will need to save it under the movie covers directory. Make sure
you name the file the same as the movie that you had burnt. For example
Cloverfield is what I would save it as. If it is missed spelled or not the same as the
movie in you movie directory it will not work.
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·

Once you are done saving the cover to the ET Center Main Hard Drive, you can
then copy it to the other computers. Go to each computer and open up the ET
Center main drive. Then go to the movie covers directory. Copy the movie that
you want and then go back to C:\program files\gameex\media\videos directory
and past the cover. You will have to do this to every computer that is hooked to
the system. Spelling is important. If the movie you added to the system starts with
the then make sure you have the at the beginning.
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